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In her penetrating essay, A Room of One's Own, Virginia Woolf describes the new 
and ideal woman writer as one with an androgynous mind, 500 pounds in her pocket 
and a room of her own with a lock on the door. Louise Erdrich may measure her wealth 
in dollars, and her room may have a baby and playpen in it somewhere, but her 
powerful androgynous mind allows her to fit the description of Woolf's ideal. 

"A great mind is androgynous;' says Woolf. "It is when this fusion takes place that 
the mind is fully fertilised and uses all its faculties. Perhaps a mind that is purely 
masculine cannot create, any more than a mind that is purely feminine ... the andro
gynous mind is 'resonant and porous; ... [it] is naturally creative, incandescent and 
undivided' " (102). She explains herself more fully later in her essay: "some collabora
tion has to take place in the mind between the woman and the man before the act of 
creation can be accomplished. Some marriage of opposites has to be consummated" 
(108). 

Erdrich's voice is an original product of the contemporary feminist movement and 
ethnic awareness, but free of the cumbersome weight of self-consciousness. This 
fortunate state of affairs is the serendipitous result of her background, her time and 
place in history, her sex and of course, the fostering of an innate talent. 

Erdrich's fledgling writing talent was lovingly nurtured by her family. Born on July 6, 
1954, in Little Falls, Minnesota, of a German father and a Chippewa Indian mother 
(both teachers), she says of herself in Contemporary Authors: 

My father used to give me a nickel for every story I wrote, and my mother wove 
strips of construction paper together and stapled them into book covers. So at an 
early age, I felt myself to be a published author earning substantial royalties. Mine 
were wonderful parents; they got me excited about reading and writing in a lasting 
way. (146-147) 

She spent her childhood in Wahpeton, North Dakota, where her parents taught at the 
Indian boarding school on the Turtle Mountain Indian Reservation. She was the oldest 
of seven children, and her parents had ambitions for her. Her mother decided she 
should go to Dartmouth because they had a native American studies program,· and she 
became one of that school's first female and first actively recruited Indian students. 
There she met her future husband, Michael Dorris, who at that time was one of her 
most encouraging teachers. 

· They are now married and have· five children, three adopted by Dorris before he 
married, and two daughters of their own. Dorris (also a published novelist) has now 
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become her source of professional criticism and moral support. Every interviewer 
seems fascinated by their unusual working relationship. This post-modern couple 
collaborates on everything from their novels to their extensive child-care duties. 

"The only way we distinguish who wrote what is by whose name is on the book;' 
Dorris says. "It's hard to tell where one of l.lS begins and the other ends because we 
throw ourselves into each other's work. One writes, one edits, and then we reverse the 
procedure," They admit that "they function almost as one person when they work" 
(Grossman 4C). 

How does Erdrich maintain a room of her own in the real world of mortgages and 
kids? 

'We sit in different rooms;' Dorris explained (his is in front, on the second floor, 
with papers lying everywhere; hers is in back, not quite as messy, with a playpen for 
the baby), "and put down words on paper, and then after a couple of days we 
exchange manuscripts and the other person goes to work, suggesting changes and 
rewordings:' (L1.1ndegaard lF) 

(It may be significant that Dorris's novel, Yellow Raft on Blue Water, is the only male
authored book on the reading list in a class dealing with women in literature at Bemidji 
State University.) Dorris and Erdrich could be considered living proof of the accuracy 
of Virginia Woolf's instincts regarding the artistic superiority (not to mention excite
ment) of male and female minds working together, and also the need for uniting the 
feminine and masculine in the mind of each individual artist. 

Erdrich's voice benefits from her curious status as both an outsider and an insider to 
several realities: she is very much a beautiful woman who obviously enjoys her 
feminity, yet feels no need to either assert a strident and political brand of feminism or 
discount her own talent because of her husband's and father's support. As Woolf puts it 
so gracefully, in describing the qualities of the post-feminist writer in relation to a 
contemporary of her own: "she wrote as a woman, but as a woman who has forgotten 
that she is a woman, so that her pages were full of that curious sexual quality which 
comes only when sex is unconscious of itself" (Woolf 96). 

Erdrich is steeped in Chippewa culture, including religion (her maternal grandfather 
observed both Catholicism and traditional Chippewa religion); and yet her German 
father makes her an outsider to that experience. One interviewer addresses that issue in 
her own words and includes quotable phrases from Erdrich herself: 

Erdrich (like Dorris) had a "gothic-Catholic childhood;' but never thought about 
"what was native American and what wasn't. I think that's the way a lot of people 
who are of mixed descent regard their lives - you're just a combination of different 
backgrounds" (Berkley 58). 

Erdrich had to work on finding her authentic multi-ethnic voice: 
.. , she had not written fiction about her Indian background before this novel 

(Love Medicine). "I tried to write about it;' she said, "but I just wasn't able to 
address that part of me, to speak in that voice. It was difficult. It forced me to come 
to terms with who I am." (Portales 6 VII) 

She also says something revealing about both her ethnic identification and the power of 
male support in the lives of female artists. "Love Medicine is so weighted to~ard my 
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mother's side of my family that I feel as if I abandoned my father" (Watkins 6). But one 
reviewer points out that "all Americans, native or immigrant, live along ethnic inter
faces;' and thafErdrich's strength lies in the fact that "she encourages us to imagine 
them [Native Americans] neither in isolation from other groups n,or contrasted reduc
tively against stereotyped abstractions ... " (Kroeber 3). It seems likely that not only 
have Erdrich and Dorris achieved a marriage of the male a'nd female mind for creative 
purposes, but that her Indian/German and his Indian/Irish influences have enabled 
them to speak to the sometimes discordant, sometimes humorous, sometimes painful 
common American· experience of strong but confused racial and cultural identity. 

This is a woman who could lay claim to more than her proper share of rage by virtue 
of both her sex and race; but she has ~ither worked through that stage or has not had to 
in her own life because of her fortunate set of personal circumstances and her place in 
history. Consider the way in which Erdrich herself assesses the tendency · toward 
stereotyping in fellow North Dakotan Louis L'Amour's novels; 

Mr. L'Amour's treatment of Itchakomi reflects his portrayal of native Americans 
and w~men in general. He is absolutely scrupulous and applies stereotypes with no 
reference to ethnic origin or gender. His stories are about heroes and villains. 
·Accordingly, his Indians are either noble savages or downright sidewinders. But so 
are his Spaniards, ranchers, gamblers and gunslingers. His women are refreshingly 
gutsy, although they are long-lashed, gorgeous, slim and intoxicatingly beautiful, 
bold, intelligent and well versed in the lore or ·survival. (Erdrich, NYT Book Review 
42) 

With an enviable style and grace, Erdrich makes us aware that she is aware of the 
inherently racist and sexist nature of L'Amour's books; however, she allows us to smile 
about it and still read L'Amour without guilt or shame. This ability to enter into 
another's sensibilities while remaining objective about them characterizes all aspects of 
her writer's vision. 

Erdrich claims to have been influenced by Meridel · LeSueur; William Faulkner, 
Eudora Welty and Toni Morrison; and says she tries to read every Minnesota author, 
especially Patricia Hamp!, Linda Hogan and Carol Bly (Lundegaard lOF). Her style and 
voice have been compared to that of William Faulkner, Mark Twain, Alice Walker, 
Joyce Carol Oates, Mark Helprin, Gunter Grass and even Herman Melville. One more 
could be added to the list - Minnesota's own Garrison Keillor - for they both have 
the ability to lovingly and faithfully recreate an obscure and unique subculture with 
sharp observation instead of sentiment, so that the particular becomes universally 

appreciated. 
Another source of her strength lies in her belief in the supremacy of classic comedy 

over tragedy. Like Gerald Vizenor, another mixed blood Chippewa writer from Minne
sota, she asserts the dignified triumph and dramatic power of humor. Her stories and 
poems allow no tears without hope, an incredible feat when one considers the burden of 
history she brings to her art. Vizenor maintains that comedy, when done well, is a 
stronger and greater art form than is tragedy. He uses the device of the traditional 
Indian · trickster to give the reader the necessary distance to appreciate the humor 
inherent in potentially humorless situations and characters: Erdrich uses the polyphonic 
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voice. It is impossible to not appreciate the comic possibilities when forced to deal with 
multiple points of view. 

In Erdrich's work, it is possible to see the characteristics of her post-feminist, 
androgynous, multi-ethnic and comic voice. Her first published volume is Jacklight, a 
book of poetry. One reviewer, referring to this book, claims she "does not shrink from 
the ugly or the difficult;' and indeed she doesn't (Buchwald 96). One of the liveliest 
selections, "Family Reunion," illustrates the point. It looks lovingly and yet mercilessly 
at much of what the mainstream culture despises about the American Indian: their cars, 
dogs, drinking and violence. In the story the narrator travels to a reunion with her 
uncle Ray in "Ray's third new car in half as many years:" she remembers other reunions 
at which Ray' s hand strayed inside her little girl's dress and where "the road ends in a 
yard full of dogs;" she recalls reunions at which "Ray dances an old woman up in his 
arms" or catches a snapping turtle and "pries the beak open and shoves/ down a cherry 
bomb," reunions at which, after drinking up the case of Blue Ribbons "the boys and 
their old man fold him into the car / where he curls around his bad heart, hearing how it 
knocks / and rattles at the bars of his ribs to break out;" and as the narrator drives him 
away, "Uncle Ray/ sings an old song to the body that pulls him/ toward home" (Jack

light 9-10) . 
It is a credit to Erdrich's talent that she has not been subjected to greater criticism by 

feminist and native American writers and critics. Uncle Ray is a man feminists love to 
hate and respectable Indians hate to love; but Erdrich manages to show him, warts and 
all, and evidence a fondness for him, based not on the sentimentality of family or race, 
but his humanness and the creative voice trapped inside his old, defective heart. And 
above all, one can read "Family Reunion" and laugh with thoughtfulness at the image 
of Ray dancing with the old woman; at Ray saying "them's Indian dogs ... lookit how 
they know me"; at Ray singing in the car (Jacklight 10). 

In "Dear John Wayne," Erdrich comes as close as she ever does to stridency; and even 
then it's measured and tempered: The scene is a group of Indians sitting on the hood of 
a Pontiac at a drive-in movie on a hot August night. They watch "the settlers/who die 
beautifully, tumbling like dust weeds/ into the history that brought us all here / together 
... "(Jacklight 12), Even through the well-justified rage, one can sense her ambiguity. 
John Wayne, of course, symbolizes the white man taking everything from the Indian; 
and her most disturbing image springs from that notion: "even his disease was the idea 
of taking everything./Those cells, burning, doubling, splitting out of their skin" 
(Jacklight 13). But she allows very little wallowing in either sorrow or revenge, for 
when the movie is over, "we get into the car/scratching our mosquito bites, speechless 
and small/as people are when the movie is done./We are back in our skins" (Jacklight 

13). Once again her tolerance for the man dominates over her contempt for the 
stereotype. 

Jacklight gives an early indication of her novelist's polyphonic, androgynous voice. 
The characters are diverse and memorable: they range from Uncle Ray to a female 
butcher; from Leonard (in "Leonard Commits Redeeming Adulteries with all the 
Women in Town" and "Leonard Refuses to Atone") (Jacklight 51-52) to Step-and-a-half 
Waleski (a woman), "Scavenger, bone picker" (Jacklight 50); to the lady in the pink 
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Mustang with "the body disposable as cups" (Jacklight 17). These characters are fully 
formed, not convenient vehicles for her own personal vision or ideology. They demand 
that their stories be told, and that is what Erdrich does in her novels, Love Medicine 
and The Beet Oueen. 

Love Medicine first established Erdrich as a major contemporary writer - it was the 
winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award for Fiction in 1984. According to one 
enthusiastic critic, "Reading Love Medicine is ... like being drawn into a boisterous 
family reunion in a crowded kitchen" (Sanders 7). The fourteen chapters are narrated 
by seven characters, male and female , young and old, Indian and half-breeds. The 
book opens with the story of June Kashpaw, who dies in an Easter snowstorm 
attempting to walk back to her home on the reservation after getting drunk in a bar. 

The next chapter is narrated by Albertine Johnson, a young half-breed who lives off the 
re~ervation and goes to nursing school. Erdrich has been criticized for not developing 
this character, but it may be possible that Erdrich sees Albertine as a way of easing the 
uninitiated into the confusing and foreign world of the modern-day Indian reservation, 
June's funeral and the reunion that follows is the springboard for the stories of the other 
five, all of whom it seems, are related to one another, but none of them is aware of the 
fact. 

But discovering one's identity is central to the theme of the novel. The characters are 
obsessed with knowing who they belong to, and who they are. This may be a concern 
close to . the author's heart, for she labors under the burden of several compelling but 
arguably outmoded ethnic and cultural and religious identities. But Erdrich never 
allows her own struggles to overshadow the voices of her characters. Love Medicine is a 
novel first and last about relations and relationships, and the drama and pain and high 
comedy we bring into our lives because of them. 

A feminist with an agenda would not have done what Erdrich did in this novel: she 
tells the story of Nector Kashpaw, who rapes fourteen-year-old Marie Lazarre and later 
marries her, but carries on a decades-long affair with his first love, Lulu Lamartine, 
who is also married. Each of these three characters narrates at least one chapter, and all 
three are very human, likeable and strong. Nector, as the philandering male, comes off 
no better or worse than the women. In fact, Erdrich makes it possible for us to actually 
sympathize with the comic and dramatic struggle within Nector that has caused him to 
lead a double life. There are Marie's expectations; · 

For a time there, Marie only wanted one thing that I could give her. Not love, not 
sex, just a wringer washer. I didn't blame her . . . (102) 

There is his frustration with continually finding one more baby in his bed: 
Like the butter, there was a surplus of babies on the reservation, and we seemed to 
get unexpected shipments from time to time. (100) 

There is his obsession with Lulu . He says; 
I do not compare her with Marie . I would not do that. But the way I ache for Lulu, 
suddenly, is terrible and sad. (97) 

Erdrich allows the men to be every bit as sensitive as the women, and her writing is 
richer for it. It could be argued that her fairness to all characters, even those most 
repugnant to modern women, is her greatest feminist asset. 
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The tide chapter in this novel nicely illustrates Erdrich's unique sensitivity as an 
insider and an outsider in the way it addresses Christianity .and traditional Chippewa 
religion . Lipsha Morrissey, Necto~ Kashpaw's grandson, expatiates on his own strug
gles with religion by narrating a hilarious story about his senile grandpa screaming out 
to God during mass, "HAIL MARIE FULL OF GRACE," because Grandpa claims that 
God is going deaf (194). Lipsha compares the God of Christianity to the Chippewa 
G()ds [sk] and admits that the latter had been known to stoop to such behavior as 
ravishing young girls; but he says thoughtfully; "Our Gods aren't perfect, is what I'm 
saying, but at least they come around, They'll do a favor if you ask them right. You 
don't have to yell" (195). With an irresisti.ble and self-effacing humor, the author's voice 
conveys all the real pathos of the struggles faced by an Indian who is very much 
immersed in and yet outside of two conflicting religious convictions. As one critic so 
succinctly said, "It [Love Medicine] takes what might be tragic or solemn in a more 
conventional mode of telling and makes it comically human (even slapstick), .sassy, 
ironic, and ultimately insightful .. . " (Sands 19-20). 

Erdrich's second novel, The Beet Oueen, is set off the reservation, and the reader is 
introduced to more noncindian characters than in her previous work, a fact for which 
she has .been criticized. In .a scathing review of the book, Leslie Marmon Silko claims 
that Erdrich's North Dakota "is an oddly rarified place in which the individual's own 
psyche, not racism or poverty, accounts for all conflict and tension" (Silko 195). Such a 
criticism may be regarded as a sign of Erdrich's strength, for Silko loses her argument 
out of hand by insisting on the word "all: ' It's too sweeping a generalization for any 
observant reader to accept, although it is true that much of the conflict and tension 
arise from the individual characters's own psyches, and, one would add, their personal 
circumstances other than race or economic status - from their "private dreams of 
unconditional family love" (Kakutani C21) . What Silko may find disappoi~ting is the 
fact that Erdrich makes no obvious use of her opportunity to politicize the art form. 
One could assert that this makes for better art, and that her work will outlast those 
ethnic writers who belabor race issues; for once American culture comes to terms with 
racism (and sexism), those writings that serve only to further political ends will lose 
their power. 

The racism and poverty are there in The Beet Queen, and are not ignored. Erdrich 
movingly writes about what Adelaide (a character of uncertain ethnic identity) faces as 
the mother of two children and an infant in Depression-era Minneapolis, with no 
husband, no money and no prospect of gainful employment. She flies off with a stunt 
pilot at a carnival out of desperation, leaving her children gazing after her. References 
to racism surface regularly, and the dialogue conveys so much more than any didacti
cism could. Russell Kashpaw, a mostly-silent Indian from the nearby reservation, at 
one point openly gloats over some bad luck experienced by Sita Kozka, a sadly pathetic 
character: "Sita had made fun of him for being an Indian, and he is always glad to see 
her taken down a notch" (40). What Erdrich does not do, and which could annoy some 
critics, is give the racial (or sexual) issue more than its due, or portray members of one 
ethnic group (or sex) as uniformly good or bad as individuals . Again, this will only add 
to the lasting quality of her work, rather than detract from it. 
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In The Beet Queen, she writes with sympathy and humor about a range of charac
ters: a small-town homosexual who belongs to the boosters club, a Polish blonde 
compulsive pill-popper, a halfbreed juvenile delinquent girl. And she allows them all to 
have dreams, power and vices. Interestingly enough, Robert Bly poirtts out that "The 
Beet Queen brings forward four main female characters who differ greatly · in their 
responses to society's demands on them;" and that the men in the book do not have any 
channel to inner power as clear as Mary's and Celestine's (Bly 15) . This is probably 
true: the female characters in this novel happen to be more fully developed and more 
powerful than the male characters. But this supports the notion that her voice is 
androgynous, that she speaks as a unique outsider. The women have a certain power, it 
is true, but the character of Wallace, the middle-aged homosexual, possesses something 
else usually found only in female characters: a genuine nurturing instinct . He helps 
"birth" Dot in his living room, and from that moment on, he displays the effects of a 
bonding one usually associates with women. 

Erdrich is a talent to be reckoned with, and there is no doubt she will produce more 
and even better writing in the future. As a woman and a native American, she has the 
opportunity to speak for and to segments of the population who have previously not 
been heard from or spoken to. Erdrich, a post-feminist and post-ethnic writer, seems 
willing and able to create a new androgynous way of thinking and writing that is not 
only accessible, but irresistible. Her particular strength is the fact that she points the 
way to a post-feminist vision: that she measures a person with her heart, not against an 

ideology or political agenda . 
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Trends. You hear about them all the time, reported in professional journals, outlined 
and implemented in inservice sessions, smothered in jargon or laid out in terms that 
seem to be, indeed usually are, deceptively simple. 

The problem is, treatment of educational trends is seldom fine-grained enough to 
communicate the complexity of the issues involved. Worse yet, by the time a clear 
picture of a trend has been formulated, a new development is often afoot, challenging 
the assumptions of the trend-turned-cliche and offering alternative views which, in 
time, might alter your view of the trend in important ways. 

I won't try to solve those dilemmas in this article. What I will do, though, is point out 
some new wrinkles in trends that are now well established in the professional literature 
of English and language arts. I'll give a capsule explanation of recent developments, 
using deceptively simple language and italicizing key phrases in the text, but citing 
sources numerous and varied enough to suggest the complex dimensions of the topics. 
Virtually all citations will be from 1986 to the present. All that objectivity is tempered 
by the fact that any quick view of the educational horizon is bound to reflect the 
summarizer's perceptions of what those indistinct shapes on the horizon really are. But 
no more caveats. Here are some beyond-the-trend analyses of movements and counter
movements in composition, reading, literature, and oral language. 

Composition 
The writing process movement, a major trend of the 1980s, has recently come under 

scrutiny that has resulted in some useful clarifications . and refinements. Based on 
classroom applications of ideas from influential theorists like Flower and Hayes (1980), 
writing process instruction has been variously described as rigidly sequential steps of 
prewriting/drafting/revising on one hand, and as undisciplined "free writing" on the 
other (Rodrigues, 1985, Kucer, 1987). 

Recent studies suggest that modified process approaches are needed. A central point 
in Hillocks' (1986) meta-analysis of writing research is that "natural process instruc
tion;' which underplays structured assignments and teacher intervention, is less effec
tive than instruction that combines theory with more clearly defined goals and proce
dures. 

The teacher's role in process instruction is also discussed in Writing Report Card 
(Applebee, et al., 1986), the recent National Assessment of Educational Progress 
Report. The NAEP report found that, although teachers who use process methods do 




